LYON, France - November 11, 2015 – Mobile phone industry has grown to produce more than 1.1 billion devices in 2014 (Source: Camera Module Industry report, Yole Développement, Aug. 2015). With every new model, smartphone manufacturers are trying to bring users a better experience, incredible functions, innovative design and new applications. But how are they manufacture it? What are the real innovations at the device and module level?

System Plus Consulting (System Plus), sister company of Yole Développement (Yole) releases a new collection of reverse costing & technology analysis. With this new collection, the reverse costing company would like to reveal the silicon-level innovation choices made by the current smartphone market leaders. The first model to be analyzed by System Plus, is the Samsung Galaxy S6™ smartphone: this new report, entitled Samsung Galaxy S6 teardown & physical analysis of key components provides a complete and accurate overview of the system. This analysis proposes a deep understanding of Samsung’s technical choices. Indeed System Plus’ analysts detail the suppliers and related technologies, as well as identify major innovations, device specifications, size and package footprint win per device maker.

With this new collection of reports mixing reverse costing approach with technology analysis, System Plus proposes to discover the detailed landscape of the most innovative devices in terms of design, packaging, supplier, and functionality for each smartphone. The objective of System Plus’ approach is to highlight the key and disruptive innovations available today in the smartphones business.
In the Samsung Galaxy S6™ analysis, System Plus’ experts selected eleven devices from advanced packaging to sensor design, imaging and wireless communication: for instance, the Samsung Exynos processor, including the optical image stabilization gyroscope, e-compass, the fingerprint sensor, and new ambient light sensing technology. For each of these devices, a technical analysis has been performed, supported by optical and scanning electronics microscope from System Plus’ laboratory. With this methodology, it helps to get a clear understanding of the technology evolution in the smartphone market.

In parallel of the devices analysis, the reverse costing company also analyzed Samsung’s supply chain.

“For the ICs, we identified suppliers and main specifications of the device in term of size, packaging technologies and technical choices,” explains Romain Fraux, Project Manager for MEMS & Packaging at System Plus. And he adds: “Based on these first results, we were able to deeply analyze the technology evolution and the selection of suppliers. Moreover, in order to obtain an accurate picture of the real footprint of each supplier in the phone, we evaluated the surface area of silicon that they represent. This is the only way to evaluate the level of business done by the suppliers.”

For example, Samsung gets 22% of the IC slots but 59% of the surface area. Likewise, Sony has one design win out of the 11 sensors you can find in the mobile phone, but it represents 40% of the sensor surface area, compared to 3-4% for Knowles, AMS or InvenSense. This information is key to understand the related supply chain and Samsung’s strategy in term of technology, markets penetration and business development.

This is typically the type of information System Plus provides with its new collection of reverse costing & technology analysis.

And System Plus details... The packaging solutions selected by Samsung are in line with the available technologies. The smartphone manufacturer has chosen package-on-package options for its large devices. Romain Fraux, Project Manager of Samsung Galaxy S6™
analysis comments: “At System Plus, we think that a new packaging platform will arrive soon: indeed, fan-out technologies are now ready for primetime.”

System Plus’s team is working closely with Yole Développement in order to mix technical and marketing approach and highlight the strategic choices made by the system manufacturers. Under the Samsung Galaxy S6™ analysis, it is clear that fan-out solutions will become soon an inescapable technology for the smartphone manufacturers. Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging (FOWLP) solution is already in high-volume, explains Yole in its Fan-Out technology & market report (Source: Fan-Out and Embedded Die: Technologies & Market, Yole Développement, Feb. 2015). “The Fan-Out market will explode next year, with 55% CAGR between 2015 and 2016,” announces Jérôme Azemar, Technology & Market Analyst from Yole. And he explains: “At Yole, we have confirmed mid-September, that TSMC will begin volume production in 2016 with Apple as its first customer with its Apple A10™ processor. Other key companies such as Qualcomm, Mediatek, and other big players are eyeing this field.”

For the image sensor, Samsung is following Apple in choosing Sony as the supplier of its core image sensor, adopting its high quality module. System Plus also found out that InvenSense and Yamaha are the preferred suppliers for motion sensing. Synaptics is the supplier of choice for the fingerprint sensor, and it’s certainly waiting for the integration of this function into the display... A detailed description of this analysis is available on i-micronews.com, advanced packaging reports section.

As announced, the Samsung Galaxy S6™ report is the first step toward a complete collection that will soon be available and covering all the flagships smartphones. For each phone System Plus will track the technical choices, review the innovations and supplier choices. The company will also evaluate the footprint of each company and their business evolution as well as provide key information regarding latest innovations.
About Samsung Galaxy S6 teardown & physical analysis of key components:
The Samsung Galaxy S6 holds many IC components which are listed and reviewed in the report. A special focus has been made to highlight the component structure and understand the manufacturing process on 11 “noteworthy” components among 4 selected topics: Advanced packaging, MEMS/Sensor, RF and Imaging.

Rate: EUR 3,590
A complete analysis including: Smartphone teardown – ICs identification (manufacturing, reference, function, packaging type, size & pin count), PCB Characteristics(cross-section, min. linewidth), physical analysis (decapsulation, cross-section, optical & SEM pictures, measurement)

About Camera Module Industry report:
The Compact Camera Module (CCM) industry reached $20B in 2014 and should increase to $51B by 2020. High stakes in mobile and explosive growth in automotive are fueling CCM players’ revenues.
Rate: Euros 5,990.00 (Full report - Multi user license).

About Fan-Out and Embedded Die: Technologies & Market Trends report:
Fan-Out and Embedded Die: Two promising Wafer/Panel-Level-Packaging technologies. What are the next steps for the growth?
Rate: Euros 5,990.00 (Full report - Multi user license).

For special offers and the price in dollars, please contact David Jourdan (Phone: +33 472 83 01 90).

About System Plus Consulting
System Plus Consulting specializes in the cost analysis of electronics, from semiconductor devices to electronic systems, and has developed a complete range of services and costing tools to provide in-depth production cost studies and to estimate the objective selling price of a product.

COSTING SERVICES
- On demand Reverse Costing studies are performed on ICs, ASICs, MEMs, Power Devices, ECUs, electronic boards and full electronic systems.
- Catalogue of available reports includes cost analyses on MEMS, LEDs, modules and electronic systems.
All these analyses are performed using in-house developed, proprietary costing tools and their technological databases.

COSTING TOOLS
- «Purchaser» tools
  - IC Price+ to estimate the cost of any integrated circuit
  - PCB Price+ for printed circuit boards
- Cost Simulation Tools, process flow based
  - MEMS CoSim+
  - PowerCoSim+
  - Power Price+ for any power component or module
  - SYS.Cost+ for electronic boards and systems
  - LED CoSim+
  - 3D Package CoSim+

About Yole Développement
Founded in 1998, Yole Développement has grown to become a group of companies providing marketing, technology and strategy consulting, media and corporate finance services. With a strong focus on emerging applications using silicon and/or micro manufacturing, the Yole Développement group has expanded to include more than 50 collaborators worldwide covering MEMS, Compound Semiconductors, LED, Image Sensors,
Optoelectronics, Microfluidics & Medical, Photovoltaics, Advanced Packaging, Manufacturing, Nanomaterials and Power Electronics. The group supports industrial companies, investors and R&D organizations worldwide to help them understand markets and follow technology trends to develop their business.

CONSULTING
- Market data & research, marketing analysis
- Technology analysis
- Reverse engineering & costing services
- Strategy consulting
- Patent analysis

REPORTS
- Collection of technology & market reports
- Manufacturing cost simulation tools
- Component reverse engineering & costing analysis
- Patent investigation

FINANCIAL SERVICES
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Due diligence
- Fundraising

More information on www.yolefinance.com

CONTACTS
Consulting & Financial Services: Jean-Christophe Eloy (eloy@yole.fr)
Reports business: David Jourdan (jourdan@yole.fr)
Press relations: Sandrine Leroy (leroy@yole.fr)
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